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Development Policies Proposal
Stuart Lewis's thoughts after his experience as 1.6.0 Release Coordinator. Some of Stuart's key points are quoted below, but read his full blog entry for 
more background on these ideas. (Reviewed on 10 March 2010 during DSpace Dev Mtg)

http://blog.stuartlewis.com/2010/02/12/on-dspace-development/

On Release Coordinator role: "Being a developer myself has no doubt helped in this process, but I don't think the role needs to be held by a 
developer."
On Choosing Release Coordinator: "Traditionally the release coordinator has been chosen once the previous release has been made. It would be 
more effective if they were chosen three or four months earlier. This would give the benefit of them learning the ropes from the current release 
coordinator, but more importantly the current and next release coordinators could work together to help decide what is in and out of scope for the 
current and next versions"
On Decision Making Process: "How do we get ... extra input? It would be impractical to involve the whole community in all decisions, so we need 
a representative sample of the entire community to for a team who can make these decisions. The team needs to include developers, users, and 
Duraspace staff. A team of 8 to 12 should ensure enough breadth of experience whilst remaining small enough to be effective. Duraspace would 
decide the Duraspace members, and elections could be held for the two categories of other members (developers and users)."
On Committership: "if a community decision-making team existed, then the committers group could change its direction. At the moment being a 
'committer' is conflating the original meaning that is the rights to add code to DSpace in our code repository, with the role of decision-making. If 
this decision-making role is given to the newly formed group, then being a 'committer' goes back to the traditional meaning. We can then open this 
group up to anyone who asks for (and needs) commit rights."
On Release Schedule: "I'd like to see us move to more regular releases, and to keep to only those minor fixes and features for minor releases."
On Other Roles: "We need to find good ways of encouraging more contributions from the community, playing to people's strengths and interests. 
If all 700+ institutions could donate a small amount of effort, must think what we could do!"
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